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The space shuttle has been part of the American identity, and its legacy is part of our experience for
three decades. However, the end of the Shuttle Program paves the way for NASA to transition to the- next
tgeneratj,$>n of SP,pce vehicles. The agency is developing a n-ew Sp~(:e LauQs:;h · syst~~ (SLs~:~nd Ml.J!~rpurpos;~;~,,
Crew Vehicle (MPCV) to travel to low-Earth orbit and beyond, inclu'ding near-Earth objects, 'the Mootl, Lagrange
points, and Mars.

'NASA~p.rshall~pace Flight Center is responsible for planning th'e·::0Jesigq 1~nd dev~lopmenf;of the~;9~~ spa~;€:}

launch system. The Center will maximize shuttle investments and .;rdvances in technologiesto ensur~' Americ8.
has access to space that is affordable, reliable, and sustainable. As NASA extends America's read!" beyond
.Earth orpit, the ~gency will partner with the commercial space indp~try to~.pr.ovidesafe and'f'gst-effe()tive nU:f1lan
accessfo the International Space Station.
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''transforming th'e Shuttle Into a Safer, More''CapatiJe Spacei:"raft
'~w ~s the ,~orld's fir?St reus~i~le sp~9ecraft, t~e space,shuttle 1~irst lauQphed in~pril 19~:~· It wa?S

:'±.designed usingthe most>advanced technologies available,in the 1970s.
30 years ago is not the same shuttle that ,flies today.
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the shuttle that'llew

arsh~ll'isresp~FisibleJ~rthe s~~ce shw~tle·s pro~ulsioq~ystem'~":~~nsis~l~~'' af the·~~ain e'r}gir}es,
he solid rockefBoosters''w1th Ufeir solidfocket motors, arid the external tanks. Thousands.of
,,advanc~s in technology and enhanced designs have been appliedto the shuttle since it first
1jBilaunche.g, makirJgit saf¥~ monq~owerfu[,]',.and m~re reliatil;e.,,, Froms[~13e begj~ning, e~gineersr:t
,, Marshall understood that improvi:ng perfqrmance and reducing vehicle weight would enablE:Lthe
shuttle to place greater payloads in orbit~:ry,ore quickly and at reduced cost,.
kn'o'Wieqge'' gained ,'~l!~«:
3o years'of shuttl
erformance ha~ · provided
legaqy of cougtless
advan8ements and new
technologies. Tl3ese
,ii:;'teevelofimentsJ~rm
solid'foundation for
launcl3iQg future missions
'Jt,,9f explq,ration and
,,,;,[scientifj~ discovery.
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Improvements to Propulsion System
Reusable Solid Rocket Boosters: The space shuttle's two four-segment
reusable solid rocket boosters (SRBs) provide the main thrust to lift the
shuttle off the launch pad and up to an altitude of about 150,000 feet.
Improvements to the SRBs focused on reducing weight and increasing
safety and reliability. By creating a thinner casing , Marshall engineers
were able to reduce the weight of each booster by 4,000 pounds. They
narrowed the booster's throat and enlarged its nozzle to increase thrust
and allow 3,000 more pounds of payload. Engineers recently tested a
new design that increases the capabilities of these powerful boosters by
25 percent, providing new options for heavy-lift launch system designs.
Motor upgrades from the shuttle's current boosters include the addition of
a fifth segment, a larger nozzle throat, and upgraded insulation and liner.
Space Shuttle Main Engines: Developed in the 1970s, the space shuttle
main engines (SSMEs) are the world's first reusable rocket engines. The
shuttle is equipped with three engines, which are propelled by liquid
hydrogen (fuel) and liquid oxygen (oxidizer). They operate during the
entire 8.5-minute ride to orbit at extreme temperatures and pressures.
Since these engines first lifted Columbia to space in 1981, Marshall has
completed four major overhauls to the original design -tripling the safety,
reliability, and performance of the engines.

The engine's main combustion chamber has been enlarged to reduce
pressure on internal components without reducing thrust. A new
simplified engine nozzle design eliminates the need for hundreds of
welds- more than 500 feet of them -and reduces the potential for leaks.
Additional improvements to the SSMEs reduce internal engine pressures
and turbulence, decreasing stress on the eng ine and improving reliability
and safety.
A recent upgrade includes an optical and vibration sensor system called
the Advanced Health Management System. The system's high-tech
sensors detect and track flaws in the engine's performance, enabling it
to safely shut down if necessary. Monitoring systems such as this will be
crucial to understanding the performance of new launch systems.
External Tank: The external tank (ED is the fuel tank that holds the propellants
used by the shuttle's main engines. The original tank used on the first
sbuttle .launches in the early 1980s weighed approximately 76,000 pounds.
A program to redesign the tank produced a 10,000-pound weight savings.
Th·e""resulting lightweight tank, introduced on the sixth mission (STS-6) in
1983, made substantial improvements in shuttle performance. Since then,
engineers have saved roughly 7,500 pounds by constructing the tanks from
a $tronger, lighter aluminum-lithium alloy and incorporating weight-saving
design changes. The use of new materials required Marshall engineers to
develop new manufacturing techniques to weld together the larlel' oanels
that form the tank. Significant advances to the friction stir weldi
improve the reliability and strength of weld joints in these alloys "' "'!];! ;>far~
man~facturing time and cost. Designs for future cre'«i3.nd
areTncorporating these lightweight materiq.ls,and maliqf§lctlj ri
-'i!io"'"''
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